Into the Wild
About five hours southwest of Columbus,
Pocahontas County, West Virginia, is an
outdoor oasis in an already idyllic state.
by TRISTAN EDEN
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Falls of Hills Creek

Where
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Don’t think you’re done driving when you arrive
in Pocahontas County—everything worth seeing
and doing is just distant enough that, throughout your stay, you’ll often be on the move.
You’ll notice, almost immediately, this isn’t a
bad thing. The magical views from the curvy,
unfamiliar roads transform the chore of driving
from point A to point B into a cinematic treat.
Every minute spent in West Virginia is a minute
of serene adventure. Even the minutes you’re
in the car. Truly, this is a best driving vacation.
Pocahontas has the highest elevation of any
county in the state and the highest average
elevated highway east of the Mississippi River,
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which translates to steep, rolling hills and endless scenic views. More than 62 percent of the
county is made up of government-owned land:
five state parks, two state forests and about
312,000 federally owned acres. And more than a
third of the 921,000-acre Monongahela National
Forest falls within Pocahontas, providing 500
miles of hiking and biking trails (there are more
than 800 miles of trails in the county). At 9,000
people—about 9.5 people per square mile—Pocahontas also has one of the smallest populations
of any county in the state. Looking for peaceful
adventure? This is your spot. Depending on the
time of year (and especially the day of the week),
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Its location at the
foot of snowshoe mountain makes
The Morning Glory Inn the ideal
basecamp to see and do as much as
possible while in Pocahontas County.
you’re a few miles from snowshoe,
a few more from Cass, the national
Radio Astronomy observatory
and, in the other direction, about 20
miles from the town of marlinton,
which puts you in the vicinity of the
highland scenic highway, Cranberry Glades, Watoga state Park and
beartown state Park. but the central
location isn’t the only reason to stay at
the inn. Innkeepers Rod molidor and
Karin Anderson have run the place
for 17 years and are more than willing
to help with absolutely anything you
need (molidor gives especially good
driving directions). the six guest
rooms are spacious and comfortable (each room has a different bed
arrangement, but there’s nothing
smaller than a queen), and there’s also
a large common area and 90-foot
front porch for mingling with your fellow guests. lastly, the breakfast spread
is generous and hearty, with good
coffee, nutty homemade granola and
fluffy made-to-order eggs. the inn is
busy year-round, so book early.
morninggloryinn.com

you essentially have the entire parks system
to yourself. Eight rivers—the Greenbrier,
Gauley, Elk, Cherry, Cranberry, Tygart Valley, Williams and Shavers Fork—begin within
Pocahontas County, earning it the nickname
the Birthplace of Rivers.
The time spent in your car is a mere fraction
of the time you’re out of it, hiking the trails,
smelling the spicy, head-clearing air, biking,
standing at a roadside overlook as West Virginia unfolds before you, looking up at the
star-filled sky. All this nature is almost overwhelming. But once you set foot in Pocahontas, you’ll see it’s very much within your reach.
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In Fairfield County, Ohio
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You've heard the
saying, “a big fish
in a little pond,”
haven't you? Well,
in the grand scheme
of things Clinton
County may be the
little pond but
you're our VIP, our
big fish if you will.
You are important
to us. We love
travelers that visit
our county, and
we'll show you just
how important you are by providing that extra
special treatment, namely hospitality with a
capital “H.” That's where our Open Invitation
comes in. Your invitation to visit Clinton
County is open-ended. Come anytime.
Located in the middle of Cincinnati,
Columbus and Dayton in southwest Ohio.
Call us today for a free Visitors Guide.
www.clintoncountyohio.com
877-428-4748
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Cranberry Glades Botanical Area

WILD & WONDERFUL
Dedicate a couple days to exploring the
southern part of the county. Route 219 will
get you where you need to go. From Marlinton (the tourism bureau is here, too, if you
need guidance), take 219 south until you
see signs for Watoga State Park (they won’t
be huge, but they’re there) and take a left.
Several miles later, across railroad tracks
and over a bridge, you’ll come to the park,
10,000 acres of densely wooded forest, trails
and cabins. As you continue along the narrow, tree-shrouded road that curves its way
through the park, keep an eye out for trailheads to stop and hike (the leafy and lush
Bear Pen Trail is a good option). When you
make your way back to 219, keep going until
you come to Droop Mountain Battlefield State
Park. The site of a watershed Civil War battle,
Droop Mountain has a history museum, hiking trails and a lookout tower, which takes
full advantage of the mountain’s 3,000-foot
elevation and provides a knee-buckling view
of the surrounding Allegheny Highlands.
A few miles down 219 is yet another state
park: Beartown. Do not miss Beartown, as
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it’s not your average forest. According to the
first plaque you’ll come across: “Beartown
is an area of massive fragmented boulders,
nearly vertical cliffs and deep crevasses that
seem to capture the imagination of all its
visitors. Many similar natural displays exist
throughout the Appalachians, but few seem
to be as alluring as Beartown.” When you walk
onto the trail, it quickly becomes a wooden
boardwalk that shoots off in all directions—
the wooden paths are hallways between flatsided 40-foot boulders, bridges over black
chasms. You are in a city made of rock and
moss and trees.
Call it a day after you leave Beartown and
start fresh in the morning. Again, drive south
on 219 toward Marlinton, but this time, if the
sky is clear, take the right at the Highland
Scenic Highway (also known as West Virginia
Route 150) and embark on an 18-mile scenic
drive at about 4,500 feet. The highway offers
overlooks, numerous hiking possibilities and
views every inch of the way. Drive slow, stop
often and take it all in. The Scenic Highway
ends right at the Cranberry Mountain Nature
Center (on Service Road 55), which features
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You will
be a “big
fish in
our little
pond.”

At the intersection of
Route 219 and West Virginia 66, in slatyfork, lies
The Fiddlehead, a restaurant-meetscommunity hub where everyone knows
everyone. the pub food is top-notch,
with fantastic wings, hand-cut fries,
burgers, pizzas cooked in an outdoor
wood-fired oven and an impressive
selection of beers, including morgantown brewing Co. and mountain state
brewing Co. fiddleheadrestaurant.com

Ohio Glass
Museum

Antique Car Show

Lancaster Festival

Motorcycle Museum

Historic Architecture

www.visitfairfieldcounty.org • (800) 626-1296

Part coffeehouse, part lunch spot and
part bike shop, Dirtbean, located in
downtown marlinton, is quite the find.
After a fire destroyed its original location, Dirtbean moved into a new home
in an old gas station. stop for a quick
or leisurely breakfast, lunch or coffee.
the hawaiian ham sandwich is good—
carefully prepared on your choice of
bread and panini-pressed. the coffee
is delicious, too. And don’t forget the
bike-shop component—rentals are
available. dirtbean.com
About 5 miles in the other direction
on 219 is Elk River Inn & Restaurant, the Fiddlehead’s higher-end
sibling. the menu changes with the
season but always features creative,
health-conscious and well-executed
dishes made with organic ingredients.
the bar is comfortable, with a wine
list chock-full of impressive wines.
elkriverinnandrestaurant.com
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If there’s time …

the Pocahontas
County Artisan
Co-Op is home to dozens of artists working in almost as many
mediums (painters, woodworkers,
quilters, blacksmiths and more). this
work is displayed year-round at the 4th
Avenue Gallery in marlinton. on some
Fridays, the gallery doubles as a venue,
hosting concerts, readings and craft
demonstrations. artisancoop.com
Sharp’s Country Store is a Pocahontas County institution. According to
owner tom shipley, whose great-grandfather, l.D. sharp, opened up shop in
1884, the place used to be “the center of
the universe.” now, it’s a cross between
an antique store and a museum, selling
vintage Christmas ornaments, wool
blankets and much more.
sharpscountrystore.com
Pocahontas County native Johnna
burns has owned The Men’s Shop
in marlinton for 25 years. the store’s
moved three times, but burns says it’s
now in its final and best location. one
look at the tall roadside sign—with its
many mentions of Carhartt—and you
know you’re in for a shopping treat.
Inside the long building are rows of
Rocky boots, camouflaged Wrangler gear and, of course, men’s and
women’s Carhartt. 36 Riverside Road,
Marlinton, 304-799-6423

At about 4,500 feet, the highland
scenic highway is the highest major
road in West Virginia and provides 18
miles of mystifying driving. the views of
the Allegheny highlands are staggering,
and you can see as far as is possible in
all directions. Get on the highway at
two spots along 219, between marlinton
and slatyfork, and be ready to drive
the whole 18 miles, as there aren’t any
turn-offs or exits—this highway exists
purely for the scenery. Also, unlike much
of the rest of the county, the curves here
are long and slowly winding, not hairpin,
and the speed limit is slower. If you’re
up for it, stop at one of the several
trailheads along the scenic highway
and explore another pocket of beauty—
you’ll likely encounter views not visible
from the road.
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an educational mini-trail, exhibits and general
information about the Pocahontas County ecosystem. Drive for a couple more miles, and you’ll
arrive at the Cranberry Glades Botanical Area. A fascinating anomaly, Cranberry Glades is a 750-acre
nature area featuring the southernmost bog in this
hemisphere. Set in a natural bowl at 3,400 feet,
the glades, reads the trailhead sign, “resemble an
Arctic tundra misplaced in these southern mountains.” The glades are ideal for birding, and there
are also rare varieties of plants here.
TO THE TOP
The northern part of Pocahontas County is
worth a visit, too. Start at Snowshoe Mountain.
If you’re there in the winter, ski. If you’re there
when snow isn’t, drive up the mountain anyway:
You’ll climb from an elevation of about 2,000
feet at the base of the mountain to higher than
4,700 feet in a couple of very steep minutes.
Later, take West Virginia Route 66 to the Cass
Scenic Railroad State Park. Climb aboard one
of the original steam-driven locomotives for
a winding tour through the mountains. It’s a
dream for train enthusiasts—the chugging, the
clanking, the black smoke billowing from the
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smokestack—but you’ll enjoy yourself even if you
know nothing about locomotives. Bring warm
clothes, even on a sunny day, as the mountain
air is cold and the train rides are two or four
hours long. Beyond Cass is Green Bank, home
to the National Radio Astronomy Observatory and
Science Center and the Green Bank telescope.
At 485 feet (taller than the Statue of Liberty), it
weighs 17 million pounds and is, believe it or not,
the largest moving structure on Earth. Scientists
from all over the world come to use it. Take an
hour or two to tour the facility.
HIT THE TRAIL(S)
Considered one of the best biking and hiking
trails in the county, the Greenbrier River Trail
is a 78-mile stretch that spans nearly half of
Pocahontas County. Perfect for a day of biking,
hiking, backpacking, horseback riding, crosscountry skiing and snowshoeing, the trail is a
hub for nature lovers year-round. Rent bikes at
Appalachian Sport in Marlinton (they can also
provide shuttles to pick you up at various points
along the trail). Marlinton is a convenient access
point to the trail, though you can get on at many
spots throughout the county.
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